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Oil and energy-related technicals - moving to actionable levels
MSA has been watching crude oil for well over ayeat with an eye to long term trend violation, having some
time ago identifled massive momentum support structures (200-wk. momentum and annual momentum) that
have long been definable as structural support - recurring and recurring support. To the point that it's getting

absurd. Momentum trend structures never last forever. Why? Because markets always oscillate around
their means. ln the case of oil it happens that the trend-defining supports actually come through now at
levels coincident with the 200-wk. avg. itself and the 3 year avg. of oil. Both very long term technical features

by the way. (See Aug. 12 report for both of
those charts as they looked then). Here is

oilweekly and its 200-wk momentum,
updated.

The last reading shown here on price and
momentum needs to be explained. First
off, it's not Friday, so last reading is not a
weekly close. Who knows, maybe it will
yet again move back above that now holy
line of support. Furthermore that last entry
reflects a price that belongs to the October
future, which as of Thursday will then
become front contract, and that contract is

currently at $92.86 and trading almost $2
below the expiring Sep. contract. So, due
to actual weakness in that market and
some contract-rotational loss in price, if this
market closes out this week where the Oct.
future is right now, then this is a broken
picture.

The gradually rising line of support since
2010 has already been broken, but I am
focused on the horizontal - the 3 prior
momentum chart lows since 2012 - each at
the zero line area. Any weekly close this
week credibly below $96.07 is below 200-
wk.avg./zero line. And therefore a
structural violation.
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For MSA's history and a brief video on its methods visit: www.olivermsa.com
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WTI Grude monthly with 3&mos avg.
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This 36-mos. momentum chart is similar to
3-yr. avg. momentum study, only difference
being that this average is adjusted monthly,
hence it offers just a bit of difference from
time{otime between its key levels and the
key level on the 3-yr. avg. momentum chart
(that chart shown in Aug. 12 report).

The last two monthly closing low readings
on this annual chart were each 2.8o/o below
the zero line/36-mos. avg. Up arrows.
Therefore if close a month 3% below that
average then breakage occurs. ForAugust
to close 3% below requires $93.20 price or
lower.

Again, as with the charts on prior page, I am
showing on these charts readings that are
where the current Oct. contract is trading (it
becomes actual front month contract on
Thursday). So, it's already at levels that if
they occur once it actually becomes front
month put its action below momentum
supports. Again, as always, MSA likes to
arrive at a consensus decision, using
various indicators, not relying on just one.
And the conclusion among the long term oil
momentum studies is that that prices much
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below $96 on a weekly close and a monthly close at $93.20 or lower, pretty much push this market into a
likely downside leg.
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annual momentum: monthly rangesv.


